February 21, 2012
Trinda L. Ernst, Q.C.President
Canadian Bar Association
500-865 Carling Avenue
Ott awa, ON K 1 S 5S8

Re: CBA Copyright Policy Submission
Dear President Ernst:
In two previous letters, prominent members of the Canadian intellectual property bar
raised serious concerns with the Canadian Bar Association ("CBA") regarding the
process by which the CBA's Bill C-32 Working Group was formed to draft a copyright
policy submission on behalf of the CBA.
In a letter dated November 3, 2010, 53 intellectual property law practitioners expressed
concern that the Bill C-32 Working Group "may have fallen sho rt of the CBA's wellestablished st an dards for transparency, objectivity, balance, an d avoidance of con fl ict."
The practitioners expressed concern that the small, secret "working group was established
only after a prior copyright policy committee came to an imp as se and was disbanded in
April 2010." In pa rt icular, the concerned practitioners noted, "the decision to replace the
old committee with an ad hoc working group without providing the intellectual property
bar or section members with meaningful notice or an opportunity to participate is
alarming," and would "not be reflective of the views of the broader intellectual property
bar".
In a subsequent letter, dated November 18, 2010, 61 members of the intellectual property
bar wrote to your predecessor, CBA President Rod Snow, to express their views that a
response from the Chair of the CBA National Intellectual Property Group and the CoChair of the Bill C-32 Working Group failed to adequately address concerns about the
process and transparency of the Working Group. Specifically, the Nov. 18 letter noted
that:
Rather than establish a tr an sparent process permitting the informed pa rt icipation
of interested CBA members, the response makes it clear that the IP Section
Executive is driving its process forward rapidly, secretively, and without
permitting the meaningful con tr ibution of the membership for whom it purports to
speak.
The letter's authors called on the CBA President "to ensure that the CBA's reputation for
integrity and even-handedness is not diminished by failing to take adequate precautions
in a contentious policy debate." The authors expressed their serious concern that
"pushing ahead with a public submission... risks giving rise to an appearance that the
CBA is acting as an interest group rather than the voice of its members."

In a reply letter dated December 2, 2010, President Snow dismissed these concerns,
concluding, "I have every confidence in the integrity of the Working Group, the IP
Section Executive, and the process they have followed in developing the Bill C-32
submission." President Snow rejected concerns that the Bill C-32 Working Group was
secretive and inexperienced. President Snow characterized the submission drafted by the
committee as "balanced." President Snow noted that the executives of each interested
section must sign off on the submission, and the CBA Executive Officers must approve
it. President Snow further noted that "As with all CBA submissions, we will consider
whether the submission canvasses the issues an d considers them in a fair and balanced
manner." Thus, notwithstanding the concerns of a considerable constituency within the
Canadian intellectual property community, the submission drafted by the Working Group
was submitted on behalf of the CBA to the Legislative Committee on Bill C-32 on
February 2, 2011 (the "CBA Submission").
Despite the reassurances provided in President Snow's December 2, 2010 letter, it
appears that the concerns raised regarding the CBA Submission have been realized. In
part icular, large passages of the Submission consist of extensive amounts of material
apparently copied directly from the blog of Professor Michael Geist. These passages,
constituting hundreds of words, are directly reproduced in the CBA Submission with no
attribution and no quotation marks to indicate that the passages have been copied wholly
from another source. While citations are given for other sources, none are given for these
extended, directly-quoted passages. In the entire 36-page Submission, no citation
whatsoever accompanies any of these apparently copied passages, which are detailed in
an attachment to this letter. In fact, the CBA Submission does not contain a single
citation to any of the blog posts from which large pa rt s of it appear to have been copied.
The CBA Submission even repeats a conspicuous mistake from Prof. Geist's blog. On
the subject of obsolete or broken anti-circumvention devices, the CBA Submission
repeats verbatim a sentence from Prof. Geist's blog which misidentifies the US Register
of Copyrights as the "U.S. Registrar [sic] of Copyrights". 1
The o ri ginal author of the extensively reproduced passages, Prof. Geist, has publicly
asserted that he was "not involved in the drafting of the Bill C-32 document". 2 This
extensive reproduction without the pa rt icipation of the original author and without
attri bution would thus appear to be clear inst an ces of plagiarism.
The significant inst ances of apparent plagiarism in the CBA Submission have since been
publicly documented. The attached publicly posted chart highlights apparently
plagiarized passages that have been identified (SEE: Appendix A). 3 The left-hand
See www.michaelgeist.ca/index2.php?option=com content&do_pdf=1&id=1408&task=view
See "Canadian Bar Association Speaks Out On Bill C-32," Feb. 8, 2011
www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/5627/125
3 Available online at <http://www.semaphore-music.com/zigg/modaliste/cosimo/comparisons.pdf > as a link from Chris
C as tle, Was the Canadian Bar Association Submission on Copyright Reform Actually Policy Recycling or
Merely Plagiarism?, Music Technology Policy Blog, May 15, 2011, at
<http://musictechpolicy. wordpress. com/2011 /05/25/was-the-canadian-bar-association-submission-on-copyrightreform-actually-policy.
I
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column highlights the apparently plagiarized passages in the CBA submission, with the
apparently plagiarized passages in italics, and the right hand column identifies the source
of each passage. In each case, the sole source of each apparently plagiarized p as sage
would appear to be a blog post or posts written by Prof. Geist.
As is evident from the cha rt , this unattributed use of Imaterials originally authored by
Prof Geist is extensive and should have been known to the drafters of this section of the
Submission. More importantly, given the concerns raised with the CBA about the
potential for this repo rt to fall sho rt of the CBA's st an dards for "objectivity, bal an ce an d
avoidance of conflicts," it should have been given the most diligent level of review by the
individuals charged with overseeing the Working Group and confirming the integrity of
the submission. It thus appears that the confidence the CBA President placed in both the
Bill C-32 Working Group an d the process for ensuring its integrity has been misplaced.
These events recall a 2009 incident in which the Conference Board of C anada released a
study on intellectual property that was later discovered to have copied passages from an
Inte rn ational Intellectual Property Alli an ce repo rt without full attribution. In May 2009,
this was reported by Prof Geist in a blog post that asserted, "Given the lack of a ttribution
in some instan ces, this work would face possible plagiarism s anctions in almost any
academic environment." 4 Prof. Geist subsequently denounced the study as an example of
"copyright policy laundering." 5
Ironically and unfortunately, the original author of the apparently plagiarized passages in
the CBA Submission has subsequently cited them as evidence that the CBA, at least in
part , concurs with the views that he originally espoused. Inst an ces of such uses of the
copied passages in the CBA Submission in suppo rt of specific st an ces in the copyright
reform process are detailed in Appendix B. Such uses give rise to an appearance that the
CBA has been employed as a vehicle for what Prof. Geist himself has labeled "copyright
policy laundering".
In the case of the Conference Board study, the Conference Board undertook a full and
rapid investigation. To repair the damage to its integrity the Conference Board:
,

•
•
•

•
•

4
5

Recalled three intellectual property repo rt s up n discovery of the unattributed
copying.
Undertook a review of the research project, in luding the progressive drafts of
reports and related email correspondence.
Admitted publicly that "that this project ... has suffered lapses of process and
judgment", "relied heavily on too few sources an d lacked sufficient bal an ce", and
"failed to seek similar feedback from a broad r an ge of stakeholders."
Admitted publicly that "the repo rt s did not follow our internal quality review
process" and that "there was inadequate monitoring of this entire project."
Added new quality control steps including:

www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view /4000/125/
http://www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/4079/125/
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•
•

o using anti-plagiarism so ftware at multiple stages in the process
o additional review by external challengers, and
o engagement of senior m an agement earlier in the research process
Commissioned an external expe rt to review all relev ant research, consult multiple
sources an d rewrite the repo rt s.
Submitted the repo rt s of the external expe rt to a multi-stakeholder Roundtable,
with a summary of the Roundtable discussion, reflecting the full spectrum of
views on the issue, added as an Appendix to the research. 6

Given that apparently plagiarized portions of the CBA Submission have now been
publicly cited on advocacy sites to support specific policy positions, we believe that there
are even stronger grounds in this case for an independent investigation as to how the Bill
C-32 Working Group was constituted, why dissenting voices were removed from the
original committee, how the unattributed direct quotations in the CBA Submission came
to be inserted, an d why the ad hoc Working Group was allowed to continue its work
despite the warnings of many prominent intellectual property practitioners as to the
integrity of the CBA process.
The government has introduced Bill C-11, a bill identical in form and subst ance to its
predecessor Bill C-32, and has indicated that it intends to rely, at least in pa rt , upon the
Bill C-32 submissions in considering Bill C-11. 7 In the government's view, the CBA
Submission is thus not a mere historical document but a live document. In our view, in
light of the serious concerns detailed in this letter, the CBA Submission should be
formally withdrawn.
As you are aware, CBA Submissions, representing over 37,000 members of the legal
profession, must be balanced, comprehensive and objective. As the CBA Guidelines for
Legislation and Law Reform require:
CBA effectiveness in law reform is based equally on its reputation for objectivity
and independence.... CBA submissions reflect a balanced position on the r ange of
expe rt ise an d views within the CBA.
Regardless of our professional views as copyright practitioners on the application of
copy ri ght law in the digital environment, we all agree that the process by which the CBA
Submission was drafted in the face of widespread concerns is unacceptable, and the
consequences foreseeable. The events described above undermine the credibility of the
CBA, and, in our view, require a retraction of the CBA Submission an d a thorough,
independent investigation. Given that the CBA Submission was made to Parliament on
behalf of the CBA and would have appeared to the public to be the view of the Canadian
bar, no lesser remedy is suitable in the circumstances.

www.conferenceboard.ca/press/speech oped/09-0617/Statement On Review Of Intellectual Property Rights_Reports.aspx
Industry Minister Christi an Paradis, statement upon introduction of Bill C 11, House of Commons, Hansard, Oct. 18,
2011 http://openparliament.ca/hansards/2400/38/
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We therefore call on you to take immediate steps to remedy the damage to the reputation
of the CBA which has historically operated on the bases of transparency, objectivity,
bal ance, an d avoidance of conflict. Specifically, we call n you, at a minimum, to:
1) Publicly withdraw the CBA Submission.
2) Publicly identify the members of the Bill C 32 Working Group, an d identify
which of those members were members of the previous disbanded committee.
3) Determine whether the members of the Working Group disclosed to the Senior
Director, Legal and Government Affairs, any material interest in the subject
matter of the statement by specific employment or representation of a client, as
required by CBA bylaws.
4) Launch a full and independent investigation of the entire r an ge of events that led
to the apparent plagiarism in the CBA Submission, with recommendations for
structural remedies within the CBA to ensure that similar incidents do not occur
in the future.
-

We trust that you will take immediate action on this serious matter an d we await your
subst antive response.
Yours truly,
SIGNATORIES
Susan Abramovitch — Gowlings LLP
Georges Azzaria — Université Laval*
David A. Basskin — Canadian Musical Publishers Assn*
Claude Brunet — No rton Rose Canada LLP
Sheldon Burshtein — Blake, Cassels and Graydon LLP
Casey Chisick — Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
Benoît Clermont — Productions J Inc.
Brigitte Doucet*
Neil Finkelstein — McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Erin Finlay — Access Copyright*
Ysolde Gendreau — Université de Montréal
Daniel G.C. Glover — McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Marian Hebb — Hebb & Sheffer
Brian Isaac — Smart and Biggar LLP
Virginia Jones — Canadian Motion Picture Distributors
Jason Kee — Entertainment Software Association of Canada
Madeleine Lamothe-Samson — No rton Rose Canada LLP

Martin Lavallée — SODRAC*
Roanie Levy — Access Copyright*
Michael Manson — Smart & Biggar LLP
Steve Mason — McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Colette Matteau — Matteau Poirier Avocats Inc
Annie Morin*
Christopher Pang — Shaw Media Inc.
Tara Parker — Goodmans LLP
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e-mail address
susan.abramovitch@gowlings.com
georges.azzaria@fd.ulaval.ca
dbasskin@cmrra.ca
claude.brunet@nortonrose.com
sb @blakes.com
cchisick@casselsbrock.com
bclermont@productionsj.com
bdoucet@apftq.qc.ca
! nfinkelstein@mccarthy.ca
efinlay@accesscopyright.ca
ysolde.gendreau@umontreal.ca
dglover@mccarthy.ca
marian@hebbsheffer.ca
bisaac@smart-biggar.ca
virginia Jones@mpa-canada.org
jkee@theesa.ca
madeleine.lamothe-samson@
nortonrose.com
mlavallee@sodrac.ca
rlevy@accesscopyright.ca
mmanson@smart-biggar.ca
smason@mccarthy.ca
bureau@matteaupoirier.com
amorin@artisti.ca
cpang@canwest.com
tparker@goodmans.ca

Richard Pfohl — Music Canada
Tim Pinos — Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
Stephen Selznick — Cassels Brock & Blackwell LLP
Warren Sheffer — Hebb & Sheffer*
Barry Sookman — McCarthy Tétrault LLP
Bob Tarantino — Heenan Blaikie LLP
Lee Webster — Osler, Hoskin & Harcou rt LLP
David Wotherspoon — Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP
David Zitzerman — Goodmans LLP
* signifies non-member of CBA
cc.

CBA National Executive
CBA IP Section Executive
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APPENDIX A
CBA Submission
(http://www.cba.org/CBA/submissions/pdf/1106-eng.pdf)

Geist

"From a WIPO ratification perspective, there is no
requirement for a device prohibition. Indeed, Bill
C-60, which died on the order paper in 2006,
provided a model that did not address devices
themselves, choosing instead to target conduct
involving circumvention for the purposes of

"From a WIPO ratification perspective, there is no
requirement for this provision. Indeed, Bill C-60
provided a model that did not touch devices
themselves, choosing instead to target conduct
involving circumvention for the purposes of copyright
infringement."

copyright infringement." (at p. 9)
http://copyright.michaelgeist.ca/blog/61-reforms-c61-day-35-tpms-unnecessary-coveragecircu mvention-devices-0
"This exception requires the researcher to inform
the target about plans for circumvention for
research purposes, which may be impractical or
impossible, depending on the nature of the
research. The encryption research exception also
potentially creates a restriction on peer review, an
essential part of the scientific process" (at p. 10)

"the Canadian provision is little better. In both cases
it requires the researcher to inform the target about
plans for circumvention for research purposes."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content/view/3231/367/
"Bill C-61's encryption research exception also
potentially creates a restriction on peer review, an
essential part of the scientific process."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content/view/3242/368/

"Researchers consist of a broad section of people
who may need to circumvent in order to access
content for media criticism, search technologies,
network content distribution, etc. Many
researchers may find themselves unable to conduct
their research with the limited exceptions." (at p.
11)

"This past week, I met with several University of
Ottawa researchers engaged in fields as diverse as
biblical scholarship and engineering. Their common
thread is that their research plans will be stymied by
Bill C-61. Researchers that need to circumvent in
order to access content for media criticism, search
technologies, network content distribution, etc. will
all find themselves unable to conduct their research."
http://copyright.michaelgeist.ca/blog/61-reforms-c61-day-25-tpms-research-exception-limitedencryption-and-security-testing-0

"Digital Rights Management (DRM) can be used to
limit or eliminate the use of technologies to read
text aloud, thereby rendering it inaccessible for
those with print disabilities. Proposed s. 41.16(1)
provides an exception for those with a perceptual
disability who circumvent for the sole purpose of
making the copyrighted material perceptible. It

"DRM can be used to limit or eliminate the use of
technologies to read text aloud, thereby rendering it
inaccessible for a segment of the population."
http://copyright.michaelgeist.ca/blog/61-reforms-c61-day-31-tpms-restrictions-canadians-perceptualdisabilities-0

thus suffers from the same shortcoming as the
However, the provision suffers from the same

privacy exception, as does the similar exception in
subsection (2) applying to a person who provides
circumvention technical assistance to those with
perceptual disabilities. The whole point of
circumventing is to provide access to the content
for those with perceptual disabilities. The content
will obviously be in the clear since that is what is
needed to provide the necessary access." (at p. 11)
"Others believe that proposed s. 41.21 sets out a

flexible process that will allow the government to
consider new exceptions if and when it sees fit." (at
p. 12)

shortcoming as the privacy exception. [...] the whole
point of circumventing is to provide access to the
content for those with perceptual disabilities. The
content will obviously be in the clear since that is
what is needed to provide the necessary access."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content /view/3260/374J

"As bad as the U.S. system is, the proposed Canadian
system under Bill C-61 is worse since there is no
mandated review of the exceptions at all. Instead,
Canada gets a flexible process that will allow the
government to consider new exceptions if and when
it sees fit."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content/view/3297/383/

"The anti-circumvention provision does not contain
an express exception for fair dealing, so
Canadians who circumvent a TPM for research,
private study, news reporting, or criticism (or
parody, satire, or education, if the changes to fair
dealing are enacted) may violate the law even if
their intended use of the copyrighted work is
otherwise permitted." (at p. 12)
"Bill C-32 leaves the issue of obstacles created by
DRM to the preservation of digital materials
virtually untouched, potentially impeding
archives from preserving Canadian history in
digital form. The Bill includes a limitation on
archives' liability for circumvention and lists
archival interests as a potential factor for new
exceptions, yet nothing ensures that digital
archiving is not inhibited by the anticircumvention provisions." (at p. 12)

"The anti-circumvention provision does not contain
an exception for fair dealing, which means that
Canadians that circumvent a TPM for research,
private study, news reporting, or criticism will violate
the law even if their intended use of the copyrighted
work is otherwise permitted."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content /view/3178/353/
"Earlier this week, the U.S. Library of Congress issued
a report on digital archiving in which it expressed
concern about the obstacles created by DRM to the
preservation of digital materials. This concern - which
the Canadian government addressed in a narrow
context for the Library and Archives Canada legal
deposit program in 2006 - remains a major issues for
archives across the country. Incredibly, Bill C-61
leaves the issue virtually untouched, potentially
shutting out archives from preserving Canadian
history in digital form. The bill includes a limitation
on liability for archives for circumvention (Section
41.19 provides that archives that circumvent without
awareness of a legal violation do not face financial
damages) and lists archival interests as a potential
factor for new exceptions, yet there is nothing to
ensure that digital archiving is not locked out due to
anti-circumvention legislation."
http://www.michaelgeist.ca /content /view/3190/125/
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"Many Canadians believe they should have the
right to fair, personal use of their property without
the law painting them as infringers. Distinguishing
between commercial and personal uses of
copyrighted materials would have the benefit of
not only preserving personal uses, but also placing
the obligation on those that use TPMs to ensure
that the public retains its rights." (at p. 12)

"many Canadians believe that they should have the
right to use their property - whether music, videos or
other content - in a fair manner without the law
painting them as infringers for personal uses.
[...]
"This approach has the benefit of not only preserving
personal uses, but also placing the obligation on those
that use TPMs to ensure that the public retains its
rights.

http://www. m ichaelgeist.ca /content/view/3185/355
"Bill C-32's anti-circumvention provisions do not
include an explicit exception for the protection of

"An exception that surprisingly is not included in Bill
C-61's anti-circumvention provisions is an exception

minors. One obvious example where this arises is
when parents wish to prevent their children from
watching certain scenes in a movie. Under Bill C32, a parent who wants to shield their children by
using services such as ClearPlay to edit content
could be in violation of the law. Taiwan's anticircumvention provisions include a blanket
exception to protect minors, and Singapore's
Copyright Act features an exception to the anticircumvention provision where circumvention is "to
prevent access by minors to any material on the
Internet." Services such as ClearPlay would benefit

to protect minors. How does this arise in the context
of copyright? One obvious example are parents who
wish to stop their children from watching certain
scenes in a movie. There are services such as
ClearPlay that purport to edit out sex, violence, and
profanity from regular DVD movies. Regardless of
one's view of such practices, surely it ought to be the
right of a parent who has purchased the DVD edit a
scene for their family's personal viewing purposes.
Yet under Bill C-61, a parent who wants to shield their
children from such content risks violating the law in
order to do so.

from such an exception." (at p. 12)
Creating an explicit exception for the protection of
minors is fairly common in other countries. Taiwan's
anti-circumvention provisions include a blanket
exception to protect minors (Article 80ter), while
Singapore's Copyright Act features an exception to
the anti-circumvention provision where the
circumvention is "to prevent access by minors to any
material on the Internet." There may well be other
instances where a parent or school wishes to protect
minors but faces the prospect of violating the law by
circumventing a digital lock. Canadians should not be
placed in that position - the law needs an amendment
to address this issue."

http://www.michaelgeist .ca/content/view/ 32 04/359/
"Filtering programs can be used to filter or block
inappropriate or infringing material, yet the same
programs have been subject to considerable
criticism over concerns that they may be overbroad
and block perfectly legitimate material. The only

"Filtering programs can be used to filter or block
inappropriate material, yet the same programs have
been subject to considerable criticism over concerns
that they may be overbroad and block perfectly
legitimate material. The only way for a party to
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way for a party to ascertain whether their site is
included on the block list is to access the lists
contained in the software program- a process
that typically requires circumvention. In 2000, the
U.S. Copyright Office found that an exception for
filtering programs was needed. It reaffirmed the
decision in 2003." (at pp. 12-13)

ascertain whether their site is included on the block
list is to access the lists contained in the software
program, a process that typically requires
circumvention.
"In 2000, the Copyright Office found that an
exception for filtering programs was needed. It
reaffirmed the decision in 2003."
http://copyright.michaelgeist.ca/blog/61-reforms-c61-day-22-tpms-no-exception-filtering-programs-0

"The inclusion of a right to circumvent in the event
"Bill C-32 does not address the issue of
that the TPM breaks or becomes obsolete should be
circumventing broken or obsolete TPMs. The U.S.
Registrar (sic] of Copyrights has included a specific relatively uncontroversial. The U.S. Registrar [sic] of
exception that addresses this situation since 2000." Copyrights has included a specific exception that
addresses this situation since 2000."
(at p.13)
http://copyright. michaelgeist.ca/blog/61-reforms-c61-day-23-tpms-no-exception-obsolete-or-brokendigital-locks-0
"Many countries have recognized that a
combination of DRM and anticircumvention legislation may effectively
eliminate user rights or copyright exceptions
in the digital environment. Italy, Norway
and Denmark are among the countries that
have adopted a "with rights come
responsibilities" approach.
"In this case, if companies are going to obtain
new legal rights for DRM, they must also shoulder
the responsibility of unlocking their content when
requested to do so by users for lawful purposes"

"Many countries have recognized the danger that
combination of DRM and anti-circumvention
legislation may effectively eliminate user rights or
copyright exceptions in the digital environment.
Creating exceptions is one way to address the issue,
but another is to adopt an approach of "with rights
comes responsibilities."
"In this case, if companies are going to obtain new
legal rights for DRM, they must also shoulder the
responsibility of unlocking their content when
requested to do so by users for legal purposes."

(at p. 13)

http://www.michaelgeist.calcontenthiew/3287/1251

"Further, one of the ongoing concerns with anticircumvention provisions is the prospect that the

"One of the ongoing concerns with anticircumvention provisions is the prospect that the legal

legal rules create incentives to use - and possibly
misuse - TPMs. France's copyright law establishes
a DRM authority which is charged with ensuring
interoperability. The authority is an independent
administrative body focused on TPMs. The
creation of a specific body to address these issues
is an acknowledgement of the need for regular
review of concerns arising from the use of TPMs
supported by anti-circumvention legislation Bill C

rules create incentives to use - and possibly misuse DRM. France, which many people hold up as an
example of a country that prioritizes copyright and
creator protection, has many of the same concerns
about DRM misuse and the lack of interoperability.
Its copyright law establishes a DRM authority which is
charged with ensuring interoperability. The authority
is an independent administrative body focused on
DRM. It submits an annual report to the government
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32 contains no safeguard against unintended
consequences from the anti-circumvention
provisions." (at p. 13)

and may appear before parliamentary committees on
future copyright law reforms. The creation of a
specific body to address these issues is an
acknowledgement of the need for regular review of
concerns arising from the use of DRM supported by
anti-circumvention legislation. Bill C-61 contains no
such acknowledgement or awareness of the prospect
of unintended consequences from this legislation."
http://copyright.michaelgeist.ca/61-reforms-c-61day-38-tpms-no-drm-regulatory-authority
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APPENDIX B

Context for the Use of the CBA Submission
In a blog post published shortly after release of the CBA Submission entitled, `Canadian
Bar Association Speaks Out on Bill C-32', Prof. Geist described the CBA submission as
"impo rtan t," before quoting approvingly the passages in the Submission that had
previously appeared on various websites under his own name . In doing so, Prof. Geist
expressly disclaimed any involvement in drafting the CBA Submission:
The Canadian Bar Association, which represents 37,000 lawyers, law professors,
and students from across the country, has released an important submission on
Bill C-32. The submission, which was approved as a public statement by both the
National Intellectual Property and the Privacy and Access Law Sections of the
CBA, does a nice job setting out the debate over Bill C-32 (I was once a member
of the CBA's Copyright Policy section but was not involved in the drafting of the
Bill C-32 document). 8
Incidents of the CBA Submission being used for apparent "Policy Laundering":
In the same blog post, Prof. Geist approvingly quoted passages of the CBA Submission
addressing anti-circumvention devices, without mentioning that they had, in fact,
previously appeared on his own blog, and were subsequently incorporated without
quotation marks or attribution in the CBA Submission. Prof. Geist noted that the "largest
po rt ion" of the submission is devoted to the anti-circumvention provisions of Bill C-32,
which he characterizes as "digital lock rules."
Prof. Geist quoted the CBA Submission as a "strong counter" to those who have taken a
position contrary to his own position with respect to Bill C-32's anti-circumvention
provisions:
The CBA submission is notable as a strong counter to the frequent attempts to
characterize critics of digital lock rules or other elements of the bill as "anticopyright."
Prof. Geist quoted the CBA Submission approvingly for its criticism of anticircumvention provisions in Bill C-32, noting that:
The submission also identifies many concerns with proposed digital lock
exceptions, including shortcoming with the exceptions for privacy, research, and
perceptual disabilities. Moreover, it points to possible additional exceptions...."

Michael Geist, "Canadian Bar Association Speaks Out on Bill C-32", blog post, Feb. 8, 2011
www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/5627/125/ ; this paragraph is repeated verbatim in Michael Geist, "The Daily
Digital Lock Dissenter, Day 18: Canadian Bar Association", blog post, October 28, 2011
www. mi chaelgei st. ca/content/view/6092/ 125/
g

As illustrative of his point, Prof. Geist quoted two passages of the CBA Submission
without mentioning that they had appeared on his own personal blog (before it was
incorporated without a ttribution or quotation marks into the CBA submission). First,
with respect to personal uses:

Original 2008 Geist blog post: "Many Canadians believe that they should have
the right to use their property — whether music, videos or other content — in a fair
manner without the law painting them as infringers for personal uses. ... This
approach has the benefit of not only preserving personal uses, but also placing the
obligation on those that use TPMs to ensure that the public retains its rights." 9

CBA Submission: "Personal uses -- Many Canadians believe they should have
the right to fair, personal use of their property without the law painting them as
infringers. Distinguishing between commercial and personal uses of copyrighted
materials would have the benefit of not only preserving personal uses, but also
placing the obligation on those that use TPMs to ensure that the public retains its
rights."10 [italicized passages identical to 2008 Geist blog post]
Geist blog post quoting the CBA's "important submission on Bill C-32":
"[The CBA submission] points to possible additional exceptions including:.. .
Personal uses -- Many Canadians believe they should have the right to fair,
personal use of their property without the law painting them as infringers.
Distinguishing between commercial and personal uses of copyrighted materials
would have the benefit of not only preserving personal uses, but also placing the
obligation on those that use TPMs to ensure that the public retains its rights." 11
[italics in Geist blog post to indicate direct quotation from CBA submission]
Similarly, with respect to fair dealing:

Original 2008 Geist blog post: "The anti-circumvention provision does not
contain an exception for fair dealing, which means that Canadians that circumvent
a TPM for research, private study, news reporting, or criticism will violate the law
even if their intended use of the copyrighted work is otherwise permitted." 12
CBA submission: "The anti-circumvention provision does not contain an express
exception for fair dealing, so Canadians who circumvent a TPM for research,
private study, news reporting, or criticism (or parody, satire, or education, if the
Michael Geist, "61 Reforms to C-61, Day 18: TPMs - No Exception for Personal Uses," blog post, July 16, 2008,
www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/3185/355/
10 National Intellectual Property an d National Privacy an d Access Law Sections, Canadian Bar Association, ,
Submission on Bill C-32, Copyright Modernization Act, Feb. 2011
ww Vs, . cba.org/CBA/submissions/pdf/11-06-eng.pdf
11 Michael Geist, "Canadian Bar Association Speaks Out on Bill C-32", blog post, Feb. 8, 2011
www.michaelgeist.ca/content/view/5627/125/
12 Michael Geist, "61 Reforms to C-61, Day 18: TPMs - No Exception for Personal Uses," blog post, July 16, 2008,
www.michaelgeist. ca/content/view/3185/3 55/
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changes to fair dealing are enacted) may violate the law even if their intended use
of the copyrighted work is otherwise permitted" 13 [italicized passages identical to
2008 Geist blog post]

Geist blog post quoting the CBA's "important submission on Bill C-32": [The
CBA submission] points to possible additional exceptions including:... Fair
dealing — The anti-circumvention provision does not contain an express
exception for fair dealing, so Canadians who circumvent a TPM for research,
private study, news reporting, or criticism (or parody, satire, or education, if the
changes to fair dealing are enacted) may violate the law even if their intended use
of the copyrighted work is otherwise permitted." 14 [italics in Geist blog post to
indicate direct quotation from CBA submission]
After quoting the above passages, Prof. Geist concluded that at least some members of
the Bill C-32 Working Group concurred in his views, concluding his blog post with the
observation that the CBA submission, which he had expressly disavowed involvement in
drafting, "should put an end to claims about critics of digital locks being "anticopyright"."
Citation of the Apparently Plagiarized Passages on "Advocacy Websites"
Prof. Geist subsequently widely recirculated the views that he attributes to the CBA
Submission on various self-described "advocacy websites" that he created and maintains.
He republished the views on his personal advocacy site, "Speakoutoncopyright.com ," a
site that Prof. Geist created to provide resources and tools for Canadians to "Take
Action." 15 The site espouses Prof. Geist's belief that "The foundational principle of the
new bill remains that anytime a digital lock is used — whether on books, movies, music,
or electronic devices — the lock trumps virtually all other rights." 16 Prof. Geist
republished his blog post on the CBA Submission verbatim on this website. 17
Prof. Geist also republished his blog post on the CBA submission verbatim on his
personal advocacy site, "Net Neutrality: It's Your Internet", a site on which Prof. Geist
urges users to "get involved" and to "take action," including joining various Facebook
groups started by Geist. 18

13

National Intellectual Property an d National Privacy an d Access Law Sections, Canadian Bar Association,
Submission on Bill C-32, Copyright Modernization Act, Feb. 2011
www.cba.org/CBA/submissions/pdf/11-06-eng.pdf
14
Michael Geist, "Canadian Bar Association Speaks Out on Bill C-32", blog post, Feb. 8, 2011
www.michaelgeist.ca/content/v iew/5627/125/
15
16

http://www. speakoutoncopyright.ca/

http://www.speakoutoncopyright.ca/about
http://wwwspeakoutoncopyright.ca/blog/canadian-bar-association-speaks-out-bill-c-32
18 http://www.neutrality.ca/blog/canadian-bar-association-speaks-out-bill-c-32
17
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Subsequent Adoption in the Press
Prof. Geist's view of the CBA Submission was subsequently picked up in a number of
media outlets. The Montreal Gazette, the Financial Post and National Post, and the
Regina Leader Post reported, "The Canadian Bar Association has even submitted a
formal opposition to several of the sections in Bill C-32 on behalf of its 37,000-strong
membership of lawyers, law professors and law students. The CBA points out that many
of the flaws in the proposed legislation will impact consumers." 19
-

Daryl-lynn Carlson, "Copyright reform close but no cigar," National Post and Montreal Gaze tte March 9, 2011;
Regina Post-Leader March 10, 2011; Pending copyright law needs a fix, Financial Post Mar. 10, 2011; and V ancouver
Sun, "Copyright flaws: Canada's pending and long-overdue new copyright legislation has some flaws that legislators
must address, lawyers say", V ancouver Sun March 10, 2011 (story available at
httn://husiness.financialpost.com/2011 /03/10/pending-copyright-law-needs-a-fix/#more-33246 and
httn://www. canada .com/vancouversun/news/business/story.html?id=41 e027f4-24d1-486b-94910 tDcf6lfe2e f&k=96571&utm source=feedburner&utm medium=feed&utm campaign=Feed%3A+canwest%2FF26I+
%28Vancouver+Sun+-+BusinessBC%29
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